ATV and Snowmobiles Sofia

Price: from 65 €
Trip duration: 1 day
Departure dates: 2018/2019

HIGHLIGHTS

Prices: ATV - Tours:
1 hour for one person - 65 €
1 hour two people for 1 ATV - 101 €
2 hours per person - 117 €
2 hours two people on one ATV - 148 €
3 hours per person - 141 €
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3 hours two people on one ATV - 165 €
All day (from 4 to 5 hours) per person - 241 €
All day (from 4 to 5 hours) for two people per ATV - 361 €
Prices: Transit with an off-road jeep (8-seat):
1 hour for two people - 97 €
1 hour for eight people - 321 €
Prices: Rental of snowmobiles:
1 hour per person - 101 €
1 hour for two people on a sled - 117 €
2 hours per person - 161 €
2 hours for two people on a sled - 201 €
*** The ATV transition in Vitosha is not available in the winter because of the difficult and
inappropriate driving conditions, especially for groups.
*** The periods during which we have transitions with ATVs in the region of Sofia are:
01.04.-01.05.
15.09.-30.11.
In the period 01.05-15.09 we organize a full off-road experience in the area of the village of
Emona. For more information on this location and the experience you can visit:

We have:
- 16 pcs. two-seat snowmobiles;
- 7 pcs. two-seater ATVs with automatic 4x4 speeds
- 4 pcs. eight local off-road Jeep Land Rover Defender
Conditions:

* ATV / SUVs
- the price includes: fuel, instructor (on a separate ATV) and helmet
- bookings are made at least two days in advance, with transitions being made
mostly Saturday and Sunday
*Snowmobiles
- the price includes: fuel, instructor (on a separate sled) and helmet
- bookings are made at least two days in advance, with transitions being made
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organize the whole week
the beginning and the end of the season are determined by the appropriate winter conditions
(under principle as a beginning we consider December until mid-March )
*** Customers are required to carry an ID with themselves as they sign a declaration on the
spot. For persons under the age of 18 it is mandatory to have a companion with them.
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